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target at 4 atm and 100 K (,0.94 3 1023 gycm3) giving
an effective thickness of 50 mgycm 2.
An array of 60 Si(Li) crystals, each with a sensitive

area of 200 mm2, was positioned directly in the hydrogen
gas inside the aluminum target vessel to view the stopping
volume of the kaons. The inner surface of the vessel was
covered by thin titanium (Ti) foils whose fluorescence
served as an in-beam energy calibration.
Since the kaon beam is contaminated by pions (Kyp ,

0.01 just before the target), the timing of the x-ray signal
is important for reducing the accidental background.
After time walk corrections of the Si(Li) detectors, a
resolution of 290 6 10 nsec (FWHM) was obtained for
the summed time spectrum. We defined a “prompt time”
gate for kaons with a 6360 nsec width. We recorded
the time of beam pions striking the beam counters and
rejected signals of the Si(Li) detectors coincident with
these pions.
An 55Fe source was inserted periodically when beam

was off to determine the calibration of each Si(Li) detector.
Only Si(Li) detectors whose resolution was better than
400 eV (,25 detectors on average) were selected and
summed.
The Ti fluorescence x rays in the prompt time gate

(shown in Fig. 2) were used as an in-beam energy
calibration source to monitor the gain stability. By
fitting the summed spectrum of Ti Ka1 , Ka2 , and Kb

with the known intensity ratios and energies [11], we
obtained an energy resolution of 407 6 7 eV (FWHM).
This resolution is consistent with that obtained using 55Fe.
It is predominantly determined by microphonic noise
and its energy dependence is negligible in the region of
interest.

FIG. 2. X-ray spectrum in the prompt time gate. The inset
shows the typical x-ray time spectrum for the x rays from 2 to
20 keV. The dashed line is the prompt time gate.

K2p absorption produces various reaction products in-
cluding high energy g rays which were the major back-
ground source of the previous experiments. By selecting
the branches K2p ! S6p7 followed by S6 ! np6,
we can exclude all reactions producing high energy g
rays. These branches (,50%) were identified by tagging
on two charged pions.
Furthermore, this two-charged-pion tag enables us to

determine the kaon reaction point as a vertex by tracking
both pion trajectories. We used two layers of cylindrical
wire chambers to reconstruct the vertex point and two
layers of plastic scintillation counters to trigger those
events. We applied the fiducial selection of the target
volume using the vertex point. False triggers caused by
high energy electrons, which are mainly produced by g-
ray conversion, were rejected by water Čerenkov counters
placed just behind the trigger counters.
In order to identify the formation of kaonic hydro-

gen atoms and to reject the contaminating in-flight
decaysyreactions, we utilized the correlation between the
kaon range and its time of flight in the hydrogen gas.
Because the stopping power of our gaseous target is quite
low, the “kaon stop” events have a large delay depending
on their range in the gas.
After applying these event selections, we obtained the

x-ray energy spectrum shown in Fig. 3. In the spectrum,
we clearly observed kaonic hydrogen K-series x rays at
about 6 and 8 keV, which are identified to be Ka (2p
to 1s) and Kcomplex (3p or higher to 1s), respectively.
The pure electromagnetic value of the kaonic hydrogen
Ka x-ray energy [EEMsKad] is 6.480 6 0.001 keV, which

FIG. 3. Kaonic hydrogen x-ray spectrum. The inset shows
the result of peak fitting and the components.
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We have measured the shift and width of the kaonic hydrogen 1s state due to the KN

strong interaction. We have observed, for the first time, distinct K-series kaonic hydrogen x rays
with good signal-to-noise ratio in the energy spectrum. The measured energy shift and width
were determined to be DEs1sd ≠ 2323 6 63sstatd 6 11ssystd eV (repulsive) and Gs1sd ≠ 407 6
208sstatd 6 100ssystd eV, respectively. [S0031-9007(97)02992-X]

PACS numbers: 13.75.Jz, 25.80.Nv, 29.30.Kv, 36.10.Gv

The determination of the strong-interaction energy level
shift and width of the kaonic hydrogen x rays is one of the
most important subjects for the understanding of the KN
interaction. It is strongly affected by the presence of the
Ls1405d subthreshold resonance. The study of the KN
interaction is also relevant to the important question of
K2 condensation in dense matter [1,2].
The observation of the shift and width of the kaonic

hydrogen Kas2p ! 1sd x rays gives direct information
about the KN s-wave interaction at the K2p threshold
energy in a fairly model independent way [3]. The sta-
tus of the study was quite puzzling due to the contradic-
tion between the signs of the scattering lengths obtained
by the previous x-ray measurements [4–6] and those ex-
tracted from the analyses of the low energy KN data,
e.g., Refs. [7–9], as shown in Fig. 1. This contradiction
is known to be almost impossible to reconcile within the
conventional theoretical framework. Moreover, the x-ray
signals of the previous experiments are very difficult to
identify in their spectra. Therefore, a definitive experi-
ment has been long awaited.
We accumulated data for 760 hours at KEK-PS K3. A

detailed description of our experimental setup is given in
a separate paper [10]. Here we present a short summary.
Optimization of the target density is quite important

for this experiment. As a compromise between kaon

stopping yield and kaon loss during the atomic cascade
due to the Stark effect, we chose to operate the hydrogen

FIG. 1. The energy shift and width of 1s state. One-standard-
deviation region of shift and width of the previous experiments
are plotted together with theoretical calculations. The present
result is shown in bold.
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The response function of the SDD detectors was found to con-
tain a slight deviation from a pure Gaussian shape, which could
influence the determination of the strong-interaction width of the
kaonic-hydrogen X-ray lines. The deviation from the pure Gaussian
response was treated in two different ways to test systematic ef-
fects.

The first analysis used satellite peaks on the left and right
flanks. The left flank is generally found in silicon detectors and
is defined as a function having a feature decreasing exponentially
in intensity towards lower energy [32]. The right flank could be in-
terpreted as an effect of pile-up events and was defined as a Gaus-
sian [33].

In the second analysis, the correction of the “ideal” response
was done by convoluting the Gauss function with a Lorentzian
(producing symmetric tails) and additionally with an exponential
low energy tail.

In both analyses, the kaonic-hydrogen lines were represented
by Lorentz functions convoluted with the detector response func-
tion, where the Lorentz width corresponds to the strong-interac-
tion broadening of the 1s state. The continuous background was
represented by a quadratic polynomial function.

The region of interest of K !d X-rays is illustrated in Fig. 4 (c).
With the realistic assumption of one order of magnitude lower in-
tensities than that of kaonic hydrogen [31] and predicted values
of shift ((!0.3)–(!1.0) keV) and width (" 1 keV) [34–36], the in-
fluence of a possible kaonic-deuterium component on the kaonic-
hydrogen shift and width values was found to be negligible.

In the kaonic-hydrogen spectrum, the higher transitions to
the 1s level, K! and above, produce an important contribution
to the total intensity. The relative intensities of these lines, how-
ever, are only poorly known from cascade calculations and the
free fit cannot accurately distinguish between them, since their
relative energy differences are smaller than their width, as seen
in Fig. 4. As a result, fitting all the transitions at once, leads to
large errors on the shift and width of the 1s level. To minimize
the influence of the higher transitions, we adopted the follow-
ing iterative fitting procedure. In a first step, we performed a
free fit of all the transitions, with the energy differences between
the kaonic-hydrogen lines fixed by their EM differences, since the
shifts and the widths of the levels higher than 1s are negligible.
In a second step, we fixed the energies and widths of the higher
transitions to the values found in the first step, and fitted leav-
ing free all intensities and the common shift and width for K"
and K# , which are well resolved transitions. With the new val-
ues for shift and width we repeated the described procedure until
the values for the shift and width converged, meaning that all K -
lines had the same values for their shift and width, as it should
be.

We performed two independent analyses, where the event se-
lection, the calibration method, the fit range and the detector-
response function (as described above) were chosen differently.
The comparison of the shift and width values gives a direct mea-
surement of the systematic error from the use of differing proce-
dures. The resulting shift values were consistent with each other
within 1 eV, however the width differed by " 40 eV which comes
mainly from the use of different detector-response functions. For
shift and width we quote here the mean value of the two analyses
and take into account the difference as one of the sources of the
systematic error.

As a result, the 1s-level shift $1s and width %1s of kaonic hy-
drogen were determined to be

$1s = !283 ± 36(stat) ± 6(syst) eV

and %1s = 541 ± 89(stat) ± 22(syst) eV,

Fig. 5. Comparison of experimental results for the strong-interaction 1s-energy-level
shift and width of kaonic hydrogen, KEK-PS E228 [9] and DEAR [13]. The error bars
correspond to quadratically added statistical and systematic errors.

respectively, where the first error is statistical and the second is
systematic. The quoted systematic error is a quadratic summa-
tion of the contributions from the ambiguities due to the SDD
gain shift, the SDD response function, the ADC linearity, the low-
energy tail of the kaonic-hydrogen higher transitions, the energy
resolution, and the procedural dependence shown by independent
analysis.

If we could fix the intensity pattern of all transitions, which
would be possible if more accurate cascade calculations existed,
the statistical error would be better than ±25 eV for shift and
±55 eV for width.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have performed the most precise measure-
ment of the K -series X-rays of kaonic hydrogen atoms. This was
made possible by the use of new triggerable X-ray detectors, SDDs,
developed in the framework of the SIDDHARTA project, which lead
to a much improved energy and time resolution over the past ex-
periments [9,13] and much lower background in comparison with
the DEAR experiment.

The strong-interaction 1s-energy level shift and width of kaonic
hydrogen are plotted in Fig. 5 along with the results of the previ-
ous two measurements, E228 [9] and DEAR [13].

Our determination of the shift and width does provide new
constraints on theories, having reached a quality which will de-
mand refined calculations of the low-energy K N interaction.

For further study of the K N interaction, it is essential to
measure the kaonic-deuterium K -series X-rays to disentangle the
isoscalar and isovector scattering lengths. The present result com-
bined with deuterium data to be collected in the SIDDHARTA-2
experiment [37] will provide invaluable knowledge about the be-
havior of low-energy QCD in the strangeness sector.
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The gray hatched regions indicate where the experimental ef-
ficiency is < 0.5%.

The events density, represented by a color code, is given
in units of the double di!erential cross-section:

d2!

dmX dqX
=

N(mX , qX)

"(mX , qX)

1

"mX

1

"qX

1

L
, (6)

where N(mX , qX) is the obtained event number in
"mX = 10 MeV/c2 and "qX = 20 MeV/c (bin widths
of mX and qX , respectively). L is the integrated lumi-
nosity, evaluated to be 2.89±0.01 nb!1. "(mX , qX) is the

experimental e#ciency, which is quite smooth, as shown
in Fig. 5-(a), around all the events-concentrating regions
of Fig. 4.
After the acceptance correction, if no intermediate

state, such asX , exists in the K!+ 3He ! $pn reaction,
then the event distribution will simply follow the $pn
phase space #(mX , qX) without having a specific form-
factor as given in Fig. 5-(b). In contrast to the data in
Fig. 4, #(mX , qX) is smooth for the entire kinematically
allowed region.
To account for the observed event distribution, three

physical processes were introduced as in Ref. [24]. Details
of the physical processes, the formulation of each fitting
function, and the fitting procedures are described in the
following sections.

D. 2D model fitting functions

We considered the following three processes: K) the
K̄NN bound state, F ) the non-mesonic quasi-free kaon
absorption (QFK̄-abs) process, and B) a broad distribu-
tion covering the whole kinematically allowed region of
the $pn final state. To decompose those processes, we
conducted 2D fitting for the event distribution.
The production yields of these three processes

(Fi(mX , qX) for i = K,F,B) observed in the $pn fi-
nal state should be proportional to the $pn phase space
#(mX , qX). Thus, Fi(mX , qX) can be described as the
product of #(mX , qX) and specific spectral terms for the
i-th process of a component fi(mX , qX), as

Fi(mX , qX) = #(mX , qX)fi(mX , qX). (7)

Figure 6 shows typical 2D distributions of fi(mX , qX)
for the three processes. All the parameters of the fitting
functions described below are fixed to the final fitting
values.
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FIG. 10. (color online) mX spectra for various intervals of
qX : (a) qX ! 0.3 GeV/c, (b) 0.3 < qX ! 0.6 GeV/c, (c)
0.6 < qX ! 0.9 GeV/c, and (d) 0.9 GeV/c < qX . The dotted
lines correspond to the mX-slice regions given in Fig. 11.

tively similar (see Figs. 7-(b) and 9). As expected, the
K̄NN formation signal is clearly seen in Fig. 10-(b) in the
mX spectrum, and in Fig. 11-(b) in the qX spectrum.

At the lowest qX region of the mX spectrum in Fig. 10-
(a), the spectrum is confined in a medium mass region
due to the kinematical boundary (see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5).
In this region, the backward K̄ part of the QFK̄-abs pro-
cess K!+N ! K̄+n becomes dominant. In Fig. 10-(b),
the K̄NN formation signal is dominant and contributions
from other processes, in particular the QFK̄-abs process,
are relatively suppressed. In the relatively large qX re-
gion in Fig. 10-(c), the broad component becomes dom-
inant, while the K̄NN formation signal becomes weaker.
At an even larger qX region in Fig. 10-(d), the forward
K̄ part of the QFK̄-abs process becomes large, which dis-
tributes to the large mX side. This events concentration
may partially arise from direct K! absorption on two
protons in 3He (2NA), but the width is too great to be
explained by the Fermi motion. Therefore, it is di!cult
to interpret 2NA as the dominant process of this events
concentration. In this qX region, there is also a large
contribution from the broad component.

Figure 11 shows the qX spectra sliced on mX . Fig-
ure 11-(a) shows the region below the K̄NN formation
signal where the broad distribution is dominant, having
small leakage from the signal. As shown in the spec-
trum, the broad distribution has no clear structure and
has a larger yield at a higher qX region than at a lower
qX region. Figure 11-(b) shows the K̄NN formation sig-
nal region, in which the events clearly concentrate at the
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FIG. 11. (color online) qX spectra for various intervals of mX :
(a) mX ! 2.27 GeV/c2, (b) 2.27 < mX ! 2.37 GeV/c2, (c)
2.37 < mX ! 2.6 GeV/c2, and (d) 2.6 GeV/c2 < mX , with
the fitting results shown as colored lines. The dotted lines
correspond to the qX -slice regions given in Fig. 10.

lower qX side. In Fig. 11-(c), we can see the backward
K̄ part of the QFK̄-abs process, together with the leakage
from the signal and broad distribution. In contrast to
K̄NN , the QFK̄-abs process even more strongly concen-
trates in the lower qX region (neutron is emitted to the
very forward direction). To compare the qX dependence
with that of the K̄NN formation process, we formulated
our model fitting function for the forward K̄ QFK̄-abs
process to have a Gaussian form (see Eq. 10). The qX
spectrum at the highest mX region is given in Fig. 11-
(d). The major components are the broad distribution
and the forward K̄ part of the QFK̄-abs process. The
centroid of the event concentration locates at an incident
kaon momentum of 1 GeV/c, but the width in q is again
too great to interpret it as being due to the 2NA reaction.
Thus, the 2NA process would be rather small in the case
of the "pn final state of the present reaction.

To check the #0pn contamination e$ect in the present
fitting, we divided Fig. 10-(b) into two regions for mR0 "
mn andmR0 > mn, as shown in Fig. 12. The figure shows
that the spectra are consistent with the #0pn final state
distribution in Fig. 3-(a), i.e., that the K̄NN ! #0p con-
tribution exists only on the mR0 > mn side. As shown
in the figure, the mX spectrum of Fig. 12-(b) below the
mass threshold ofMK̄NN is slightly wider and deeper than
that of Fig. 12-(a) in both the data and total fitting func-
tion, as expected, due to the presence of #0pn contami-
nation.
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FIG. 12. (color online) mX spectra for (a) mR0 ! mn and
(b) mR0 > mn, with the fitting result. The selected qX re-
gion is the same as for Fig. 10-(b) (0.3 < qX ! 0.6 GeV/c).
The vertical dotted line is MK̄NN . Note that the bin width
is exceptional, !mX = 20 MeV/c2, for these figures to have
su"cient statistics.

B. Fitted parameters

The converged 17 spectroscopic parameters are listed
in Tab. II. We improved the fitting procedure to fully
take into account the !NN final states in the present
analysis, as well as the (mX , qX) dependence of the de-
tector resolution. As a result, the values of the spectro-
scopic parameters were updated from our recent publica-
tion [24], though the updated values are within the error
range of the previous publication.

TABLE II. Converged 17 spectroscopic parameters and their
errors.

K̄NN bound state Value±(stat.)+!(syst.)

AK
0 (1.523±0.103+0.001

!0.119)" 104

MK 2.328±0.003+0.004
!0.003 GeV/c2

#K 0.100±0.007+0.019
!0.009 GeV

QK 0.383±0.011+0.004
!0.001 GeV/c

Non-mesonic QFK̄-abs Value±(stat.)+!(syst.)

AF
0 (4.045±0.800+0.408

!0.953)" 104

AF
1 (1.496±0.416+0.662

!0.456)" 102

AF
2 (2.947±0.292+0.000

!2.947)" 10!39

!0 0.045±0.004+0.006
!0.001 GeV/c2

!2 0.169±0.053+0.047
!0.037 GeV!1

QF 0.172±0.009+0.003
!0.005 GeV/c

m0 33.66±0.047+0.301
!1.641 MeV/c2

q0 72.81±0.644+0.162
!9.590 MeV/c

Broad distribution Value±(stat.)+!(syst.)

AB
0 (0.596±2338+3767

!0.000)" 10!12

AB
2 (2.924±0.408+0.000

!0.104)" 103

MB 2.128±0.032+0.013
!0.000 GeV/c2

#B 0.532±0.068+0.000
!0.031 GeV

QB 0.689±0.066+0.011
!0.001 GeV/c

The mass position of the K̄NN bound state MK (or
the binding energy BK ! MK̄NN " MK) and its decay
width "K are

MK = 2.328± 0.003(stat.)+0.004
!0.003(syst.) GeV/c2

(BK = 42± 3(stat.)+3
!4(syst.) MeV),

"K = 100± 7(stat.)+19
!9 (syst.) MeV,

respectively. The S-wave Gaussian reaction form factor
parameter of the K̄NN bound state QK is

QK = 383± 11(stat.)+4
!1(syst.) MeV/c.

The total production cross-section of the K̄NN bound
state going to the #p decay mode !tot

K ·BR!p was evalu-
ated by integrating the spectrum to be

!tot
K ·BR!p = 9.3± 0.8(stat.)+1.4

!1.0(syst.) µb.

In the present analysis, the strength of the K̄NN #
!0p decay mode is deduced based on the !0pn contam-
ination yield given by Fig. 3. By assuming that the
relative yields of the three physical processes of !NN
and those of #pn are equal, we estimated the di$eren-
tial cross-section of K̄NN decaying into the !0p mode
!tot
K ·BR"0p as

!tot
K · BR"0p = 5.3± 0.4(stat.)+0.8

!0.6(syst.) µb.

Therefore, the branching ratio of the #p and !0p decay
modes was estimated to be BR!p/BR"0p $ 1.7. The es-
timated branching ratio is higher than the value of the
theoretical calculation based on the chiral unitary ap-
proach, predicting a ratio of almost one [30].

C. Systematic errors

The systematic errors were evaluated by considering
the uncertainties of the absolute magnetic field strength
of the solenoid, the binning e$ect of spectra, and system-
atic errors of the branch of the final states (Tab. I). For
production cross-sections, we considered the luminosity
uncertainty. To be conservative, the evaluated system-
atic errors are added linearly.
We succeeded in reproducing the data distribution by

our model fitting functions. However, for the broad dis-
tribution, we cannot simply specify the physical process
of its formation. Thus, we also tried an independent
model fitting functions, which are intentionally unphysi-
cal but still able to reproduce the global data structure.
A typical model fitting function fulfilling the require-
ments can be obtained by replacing the qX -even polyno-
mial term with a simple qX -proportional one in Eq. 12.
The qX -proportional term is not physical by itself, and
can only be possible as a comprehensive interference of
an S-wave and a P -wave. As yet another extreme of the
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FIG. 12. (color online) mX spectra for (a) mR0 ! mn and
(b) mR0 > mn, with the fitting result. The selected qX re-
gion is the same as for Fig. 10-(b) (0.3 < qX ! 0.6 GeV/c).
The vertical dotted line is MK̄NN . Note that the bin width
is exceptional, !mX = 20 MeV/c2, for these figures to have
su"cient statistics.

B. Fitted parameters

The converged 17 spectroscopic parameters are listed
in Tab. II. We improved the fitting procedure to fully
take into account the !NN final states in the present
analysis, as well as the (mX , qX) dependence of the de-
tector resolution. As a result, the values of the spectro-
scopic parameters were updated from our recent publica-
tion [24], though the updated values are within the error
range of the previous publication.

TABLE II. Converged 17 spectroscopic parameters and their
errors.

K̄NN bound state Value±(stat.)+!(syst.)

AK
0 (1.523±0.103+0.001

!0.119)" 104

MK 2.328±0.003+0.004
!0.003 GeV/c2

#K 0.100±0.007+0.019
!0.009 GeV

QK 0.383±0.011+0.004
!0.001 GeV/c

Non-mesonic QFK̄-abs Value±(stat.)+!(syst.)

AF
0 (4.045±0.800+0.408

!0.953)" 104

AF
1 (1.496±0.416+0.662

!0.456)" 102

AF
2 (2.947±0.292+0.000

!2.947)" 10!39

!0 0.045±0.004+0.006
!0.001 GeV/c2

!2 0.169±0.053+0.047
!0.037 GeV!1

QF 0.172±0.009+0.003
!0.005 GeV/c

m0 33.66±0.047+0.301
!1.641 MeV/c2

q0 72.81±0.644+0.162
!9.590 MeV/c

Broad distribution Value±(stat.)+!(syst.)
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The mass position of the K̄NN bound state MK (or
the binding energy BK ! MK̄NN " MK) and its decay
width "K are

MK = 2.328± 0.003(stat.)+0.004
!0.003(syst.) GeV/c2

(BK = 42± 3(stat.)+3
!4(syst.) MeV),

"K = 100± 7(stat.)+19
!9 (syst.) MeV,

respectively. The S-wave Gaussian reaction form factor
parameter of the K̄NN bound state QK is

QK = 383± 11(stat.)+4
!1(syst.) MeV/c.

The total production cross-section of the K̄NN bound
state going to the #p decay mode !tot

K ·BR!p was evalu-
ated by integrating the spectrum to be

!tot
K ·BR!p = 9.3± 0.8(stat.)+1.4

!1.0(syst.) µb.

In the present analysis, the strength of the K̄NN #
!0p decay mode is deduced based on the !0pn contam-
ination yield given by Fig. 3. By assuming that the
relative yields of the three physical processes of !NN
and those of #pn are equal, we estimated the di$eren-
tial cross-section of K̄NN decaying into the !0p mode
!tot
K ·BR"0p as

!tot
K · BR"0p = 5.3± 0.4(stat.)+0.8

!0.6(syst.) µb.

Therefore, the branching ratio of the #p and !0p decay
modes was estimated to be BR!p/BR"0p $ 1.7. The es-
timated branching ratio is higher than the value of the
theoretical calculation based on the chiral unitary ap-
proach, predicting a ratio of almost one [30].

C. Systematic errors

The systematic errors were evaluated by considering
the uncertainties of the absolute magnetic field strength
of the solenoid, the binning e$ect of spectra, and system-
atic errors of the branch of the final states (Tab. I). For
production cross-sections, we considered the luminosity
uncertainty. To be conservative, the evaluated system-
atic errors are added linearly.
We succeeded in reproducing the data distribution by

our model fitting functions. However, for the broad dis-
tribution, we cannot simply specify the physical process
of its formation. Thus, we also tried an independent
model fitting functions, which are intentionally unphysi-
cal but still able to reproduce the global data structure.
A typical model fitting function fulfilling the require-
ments can be obtained by replacing the qX -even polyno-
mial term with a simple qX -proportional one in Eq. 12.
The qX -proportional term is not physical by itself, and
can only be possible as a comprehensive interference of
an S-wave and a P -wave. As yet another extreme of the
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FIG. 12. (color online) mX spectra for (a) mR0 ! mn and
(b) mR0 > mn, with the fitting result. The selected qX re-
gion is the same as for Fig. 10-(b) (0.3 < qX ! 0.6 GeV/c).
The vertical dotted line is MK̄NN . Note that the bin width
is exceptional, !mX = 20 MeV/c2, for these figures to have
su"cient statistics.

B. Fitted parameters

The converged 17 spectroscopic parameters are listed
in Tab. II. We improved the fitting procedure to fully
take into account the !NN final states in the present
analysis, as well as the (mX , qX) dependence of the de-
tector resolution. As a result, the values of the spectro-
scopic parameters were updated from our recent publica-
tion [24], though the updated values are within the error
range of the previous publication.

TABLE II. Converged 17 spectroscopic parameters and their
errors.

K̄NN bound state Value±(stat.)+!(syst.)

AK
0 (1.523±0.103+0.001

!0.119)" 104

MK 2.328±0.003+0.004
!0.003 GeV/c2

#K 0.100±0.007+0.019
!0.009 GeV

QK 0.383±0.011+0.004
!0.001 GeV/c

Non-mesonic QFK̄-abs Value±(stat.)+!(syst.)

AF
0 (4.045±0.800+0.408

!0.953)" 104

AF
1 (1.496±0.416+0.662

!0.456)" 102

AF
2 (2.947±0.292+0.000

!2.947)" 10!39

!0 0.045±0.004+0.006
!0.001 GeV/c2

!2 0.169±0.053+0.047
!0.037 GeV!1

QF 0.172±0.009+0.003
!0.005 GeV/c

m0 33.66±0.047+0.301
!1.641 MeV/c2

q0 72.81±0.644+0.162
!9.590 MeV/c

Broad distribution Value±(stat.)+!(syst.)

AB
0 (0.596±2338+3767

!0.000)" 10!12

AB
2 (2.924±0.408+0.000

!0.104)" 103

MB 2.128±0.032+0.013
!0.000 GeV/c2

#B 0.532±0.068+0.000
!0.031 GeV

QB 0.689±0.066+0.011
!0.001 GeV/c

The mass position of the K̄NN bound state MK (or
the binding energy BK ! MK̄NN " MK) and its decay
width "K are

MK = 2.328± 0.003(stat.)+0.004
!0.003(syst.) GeV/c2

(BK = 42± 3(stat.)+3
!4(syst.) MeV),

"K = 100± 7(stat.)+19
!9 (syst.) MeV,

respectively. The S-wave Gaussian reaction form factor
parameter of the K̄NN bound state QK is

QK = 383± 11(stat.)+4
!1(syst.) MeV/c.

The total production cross-section of the K̄NN bound
state going to the #p decay mode !tot

K ·BR!p was evalu-
ated by integrating the spectrum to be

!tot
K ·BR!p = 9.3± 0.8(stat.)+1.4

!1.0(syst.) µb.

In the present analysis, the strength of the K̄NN #
!0p decay mode is deduced based on the !0pn contam-
ination yield given by Fig. 3. By assuming that the
relative yields of the three physical processes of !NN
and those of #pn are equal, we estimated the di$eren-
tial cross-section of K̄NN decaying into the !0p mode
!tot
K ·BR"0p as

!tot
K · BR"0p = 5.3± 0.4(stat.)+0.8

!0.6(syst.) µb.

Therefore, the branching ratio of the #p and !0p decay
modes was estimated to be BR!p/BR"0p $ 1.7. The es-
timated branching ratio is higher than the value of the
theoretical calculation based on the chiral unitary ap-
proach, predicting a ratio of almost one [30].

C. Systematic errors

The systematic errors were evaluated by considering
the uncertainties of the absolute magnetic field strength
of the solenoid, the binning e$ect of spectra, and system-
atic errors of the branch of the final states (Tab. I). For
production cross-sections, we considered the luminosity
uncertainty. To be conservative, the evaluated system-
atic errors are added linearly.
We succeeded in reproducing the data distribution by

our model fitting functions. However, for the broad dis-
tribution, we cannot simply specify the physical process
of its formation. Thus, we also tried an independent
model fitting functions, which are intentionally unphysi-
cal but still able to reproduce the global data structure.
A typical model fitting function fulfilling the require-
ments can be obtained by replacing the qX -even polyno-
mial term with a simple qX -proportional one in Eq. 12.
The qX -proportional term is not physical by itself, and
can only be possible as a comprehensive interference of
an S-wave and a P -wave. As yet another extreme of the



4ΣHe bound state
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▪︎ An unstable bound state of Σ. 

▪︎ Predicted by Harada and Akaishi.
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▪︎ Later confirmed in BNL-E905.
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(π+,K+), Hyp-γ, Σ
SKS(Hashimoto, Nagae, Tamura, Noumi）
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SUCCESS OF (Π+, K+) SPECTROSCOPY
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▪︎ Up to 208ΛPb  in 2.4 MeV(FWHM); so far the Best energy resolution ! 

▪︎ SKS spectrometer constructed by INS. 

▪︎ 3 T, 100 msr 

▪︎ Λ single-particle energies in 100 keV.
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H. Hotchi et al. T. Hasegawa et al.



Σ-NUCLEUS POTENTIAL
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▪︎ 28Si(π-, K+) Σ QF  at 1.2 GeV/c 

▪︎ (V0Σ, W0Σ)=(+30, -40) MeV ⇔ Repulsion 

▪︎ No more Σ-hypernuclei  in A>28

NAGAE / KEK 50TH

T. Harada, Y. Hirabayashi / Nuclear Physics A 759 (2005) 143–169 165

Fig. 13. A comparison with the calculated spectra of the 28Si(!! ,K+) reaction at p! = 1.20 GeV/c (6"),
(a) near the"! threshold, and (b) including the"! QF region, together with the data at KEK-E438 experiments.
The dashed curves denote for the WS potentials with the strengths of V "

0 = !10, 0, +30, +60 and +90 MeV
in the real part and W"

0 = !40 MeV in the imaginary part. The solid and long-dashed curves denote the spectra
with the potentials for DD and WS-sh, respectively, as a guide. See also the caption in Fig. 11.

for WS-sh given by (V "
0 ,W"

0 ) = (!10 MeV, !9 MeV). As seen in Fig. 3, the volume
integrals per nucleon with (V "

0 ,W"
0 ) = (+20 MeV, !20 MeV) amount to (JR,JI ) #

(157 MeVfm3, !157 MeV fm3), which are fairly similar to those for DD.

T. Harada and T. Hirabayashi, Nucl. Phys. A 759  (2005) 143-169.

Morimatsu and Yazaki Greens Function Method

T. Harada, Y. Hirabayashi / Nuclear Physics A 759 (2005) 143–169 163

Fig. 12. Real (upper) and imaginary (lower) parts of the WS potentials U! for !!–27Al, with various strengths
of V !

0 and W!
0 . The parameters of a = 0.67 fm and R = 1.1(A ! 1)1/3 = 3.30 fm are used. The solid curves

are drawn for the DD potential, as a guide.

Moreover, the shape and magnitude of the !! QF spectrum would be affected by the
meson-distortion of "! and K+ in nuclei. Motoba et al. [49] have discussed that #-
hypernuclear cross sections for the stretched states are enhanced much more by meson
distorted waves in the ("+,K+) reaction within a full eikonal approximation. If the dis-
tortion in the spectrum for DD is switched off, i.e., a plane-wave approximation, a higher
$2/N value for % = 220–470 MeV is 1.53, and its absolute spectrum is about 5 times
larger than that of the data (fs = 0.22). Thus the meson distortion improves significantly
the shape of the spectrum.

E438



SUCCESS OF HYPER-NUCLEAR 
GAMMA-RAY SPECTROSCOPY

14

▪︎ Hyperball 

▪︎ ∆E= 1 MeV (FWHM)→ 2 keV (FWHM) 
1/1000 improvement ! 

▪︎ Ge(r.e. 60%) x 14, ∆Ω~15% 

▪︎ ηpeak~3% at 1 MeV

NAGAE / KEK 50TH

by H.Tamura

▪︎ Shrinkage of the Nuclear core 

▪︎ Very small spin-orbit splitting ; resolved. 
           Hypernuclear J-ray data 

   Hyperball:1998~ 
    Hyperball2: 2004~ 
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PTEP (2015) 081D01 
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GAMMA @J-PARC E13
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NAGAE / KEK 50 TH

PWO crystals 

pulse tube refs 

▪︎ Ge(r.e. 60%) x 28 

▪︎ ∆E=3.1 keV 

▪︎ ηpeak~5.4% at 1 MeV

Hyperball-J
in 4-body system. 

Large spin-dependence.

Charge Symmetry Breaking
First measurement of sd-shell gamma-rays

19ΛF1=2! state is expected to be the largest at 4° [15]. At
the forward reaction angles, as shown in Fig. 4(b), the
peak is more evident and another peak at 953 keV is
also seen with a statistical significance of 3.2!. From a
fit to the "-ray spectrum, the energies of the two
peaks are determined to be 952.8! 1.2"stat#$0.5

!0.6"syst#

and 1265.6! 1.2"stat#$0.7
!0.5"syst# keV. The energy differ-

ence between the two peaks, 312.7! 1.7"stat# keV, is
consistent with the energy spacing between the ground
state doublet, which is found to be 315.5! 0.4"stat# keV
as described above. It indicates that the 953 and 1266 keV "
rays are emitted from the same initial state decaying to the
3=2$ and 1=2$ states, respectively. Therefore, we assigned
the peaks to the E1"1=2! ! 3=2$# and E1"1=2! ! 1=2$#
transitions. The measured yields and the widths of the "
rays support this assignment. By using the calculated
transition probabilities of B"E1; 1=2! ! 3=2$; 1=2$#
[15], the yield of the 953 keV " ray was estimated to be
18! 6 events from the measured yield of the 1266 keV "
ray, 25! 8"stat#$2

!5"syst# events, and a relative Hyperball-J
efficiency for the different "-ray energies. The estimated
yield is consistent with the measured yield, 19!
8"stat#$1

!2"syst# events. Additionally, the widths of the
953 and 1266 keV peaks, 5.9! 2.1"stat#$0.2

!0.1"syst# and
8.1! 3.0"stat#$0.5

!0.6"syst# keV (FWHM), respectively, are
consistent with the detector resolution [4.5$0.4

!0.3 and
4.7$0.4

!0.3 keV (FWHM), respectively]. Because of the very
slow core transition of 18F"0! ! 1$#, these E1 transitions
of 19

!F are almost unbroadened by a Doppler shift, while
the M1%1=2$"T & 1# ! 3=2$; 1=2$' transitions in Fig. 1
are Doppler broadened and expected to have widths of
10.8$0.5

!0.3 and 14.0$0.7
!0.4 keV (FWHM), respectively, accord-

ing to the MC simulation.
The measured "3=2$; 1=2$# doublet spacing of 316 keV

is in good agreement with the two independent shell-model

(c)

(b)

(a)

FIG. 3. "-ray energy spectra gated by ! binding energy ranges: (a) unbound region (20 < !B! < 200 MeV), (b) highly excited states
region (!8 < !B! < 5 MeV), and (c) low-lying states region (!21 < !B! < !8 MeV). Several "-ray peaks from ordinary nuclei are
marked with their source in (a). Two new "-ray peaks at 270 and 1029 keV are shown in (b). In (c), two " rays at 316 and 895 keV are
assigned asM1"3=2$ ! 1=2$# and E2"5=2$ ! 1=2$# transitions, respectively (see text). Other two "-ray peaks at 953 and 1266 keV,
assigned as E1 transitions, are magnified in Fig. 4.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. "-ray spectra for the low-lying states region,
!21<!B!<!8MeV. (a) shows the enlargement of Fig. 3(c)
from 900 to 1350 keV. In (b), the forward reaction angles of
2° < # < 6° are selected. Two "-ray peaks are observed at 953
and 1266 keV, which are assigned as E1"1=2! ! 3=2$# and
E1"1=2! ! 1=2$#, respectively. The dotted lines in (b) show
fitting results.
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frameworks for hypernuclear structure and our knowledge
of the !N interaction.
This Letter reports the first experimental investigation of

sd-shell hypernuclear structure via precise !-ray spectros-
copy using germanium (Ge) detectors. We selected 19

!F as
the first target of sd-shell hypernuclei, because 19

!F has a
structure of 16O! p! n! !, being similar to the well
known 7

!Li (
4He! p! n! !) [4,7,14]. The ground state

(J" " 1!) of 18F is split in the 19
!F hypernucleus by the spin

of the additional ! as shown in Fig. 1. The energy spacing
between the members of the ground state doublet, 1=2! and
3=2!, is largely determined by the spin-spin!N interaction
because of the dominant S " 1 and L " 0 structure of 18F
#1!$, as in the ground state doublet of 7

!Li #3=2!; 1=2!$.
By measuring the !-ray energy of the spin-flip M1
transition [19!F#3=2! ! 1=2!$], the strength of the effective
spin-spin interaction in the sd-shell hypernucleus can be
obtained, and it can be directly compared with the effective
spin-spin interaction for the s- and p-shell hypernuclei. The
structure of 19

!F has been theoretically studied via the shell
model [10,15]; in Ref. [15] the cross sections of 19!F excited
states populated via the #K!; "!$ reaction and their
!-transition strengths are also calculated.
The experiment (J-PARC E13 Collaboration, !-ray

spectroscopy of 4
!He and 19

!F [16]) was performed at the
K1.8 beam line in the J-PARC Hadron Experimental
Facility [17]. We have already reported the result of 4

!He
!-ray spectroscopy [9]. The experimental setup of the 19

!F
study was the same as in the 4

!He case, except for the beam
momentum and the target.

The 19
!F hypernuclei were produced by the 19F#K!; "!$

reaction with a 1.8 GeV=c kaon beam and a 20 g=cm2-
thick liquid CF4 target. The beam line spectrometer and
the Superconducting Kaon Spectrometer (SKS) [18] were
used to identify 19

!F production, and at the same time ! rays
were detected with a Ge detector array, Hyperball-J [19].
The intensity of the kaon beam was typically 3.5 ! 105 per
one spill (2 s) occurring every 6 s and a typical K!="!

ratio was 2.5. The target was irradiated with a total of
6.3 ! 1010 kaons.
The momenta and trajectories of beam kaons were

measured by the beam line spectrometer. The beam kaons
were identified at the trigger level by two aerogel !erenkov
counters installed in front of the target. The misidentifica-
tion probability of the beam kaons was less than 1%. A
muon filter and a "0 veto counter were used to reject the
decays of the beam kaons, K! ! #!$̄# and K! ! "!"0,
respectively. These veto counters made the trigger rate
sufficiently low. For the outgoing pions, the SKS was used
for measuring the momenta and trajectories. The outgoing
pions were identified by an aerogel !erenkov counter,
installed just downstream of the target, at the trigger level
and by the time-of-flight technique in the off-line analysis.
Through the off-line analysis, pions were well separated
from other particles except for muons from the K! beam
decay. More detailed descriptions of the experimental setup
can be found in Refs. [9,20].
The reconstructed momenta of the beam and outgoing

particles were calibrated to reproduce the mass of "! [21]
and the ! binding energy of the 12

!C ground state [22]
produced by the #K!; "!$ reaction with a CH2 target. After
the momentum calibration, the missing mass accuracy was
estimated to be %1 MeV=c2.
Hyperball-J consisted of 27 coaxial-type Ge detectors

having a crystal size of 70 mm#%$ ! 70 mm. The absolute
photopeak efficiency taking the absorption in the target
material into account was 3% for 1 MeV ! rays. At least
one hit in the Ge detectors was requested for the trigger
conditions. In the off-line analysis, Ge detector events in
coincidence with the #K!; "!$ reaction were selected by
using a timing gate that depends on the !-ray energy. Each
of the Ge detectors was surrounded by PbWO4 counters to
suppress backgrounds from Compton scattering inside of
the Ge crystal and from "0 decay. We rejected those events
in which the Ge detectors have hits in coincidence with the
surrounding PbWO4 counters.
The energy calibration of the Ge detectors was per-

formed by using a natural radioactive 232Th source in the
off-beam periods between beam spills and known ! rays
from nuclei inside the target or the surrounding materials
during beam spills. After the energy calibration, we
achieved an accuracy of 0.5 keV for the !-ray energy
range from 0.1 to 2.6 MeV, which gives the dominant
systematic uncertainty for the !-ray energies. The energy
resolution of the Ge detectors was measured to be 4.5 keV
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FIG. 1. Low-lying level scheme and ! transitions of 19
! F.

“Present” indicates the measured excitation energy and the thick
arrows indicate observed transitions in this experiment. Dashed
arrows show possible other transitions expected in this level
scheme. Results of the theoretical calculation by Umeya and
Motoba [15] are also shown. & is the production cross section by
the #K!; "!$ reaction at 1.8 GeV=c, integrated between 0° and
12° in the laboratory frame. Y is the sum of the yield of the direct
production and the population via ! cascades from higher states
below Ex " 6 MeV.
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S.B. Yang et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 120  
(2018) 13, 132505.



Double-Λ, Ξ-hyp.
K2（Imai, Nakazawa）

• Nagara: H. Takahashi et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 87 (2001) 212502 : 465.      

• E176: S. Aoki et al., Prog. Theor. Phys. 85 (1991) 1287-1290: 267. 

• E373  J.K. Ahn et al., Phys. Rev. C 88 (2013) 014003:   108. 

• Kiso: Xi-14N  K. Nakazawa et al., PTEP (2015) 033D02:   102.



HYBRID EMULSIONS : E176, E373 
DOUBLE Λ HYPER NUCLEI

17

▪︎ Nagara Event : ΛΛ6He    , unique ID, ∆BΛΛ=0.67±0.17 MeV                           

NAGAE / KEK 50TH

E176

Sequential weak decay :  
Definite existence of 

Double-Λ hyp



FIRST EVIDENCE OF Ξ-NUCLEUS
18

▪︎ KISO Event

NAGAE / KEK 50TH

KISO event (2014)

Overall scanning for old emulsion 
Æ was uniquely identified[1] !!

[1] ௰⃝㤿䚸᪂Ꮫ⾡◊✲㡿ᇦ䛂ᐇ㦂䛸ほ 䛷ゎ䛝䛛䛩୰ᛶᏊ䛾᰾≀㉁䛃➨3ᅇ◊✲

❖ BΞ=1.03±0.18 or 3.87±0.21 MeV ±Γ/2

❖ Well beyond the atomic binding of 0.17 MeV



J-PARC E07
19 NAGAE / KEK 50TH

Table 16 Value of B⌅� of ⌅�–14N for all twin hypernuclei found in the E373 and the E07

experiments. The E373-T1 reflects the updated mass of the ⌅� hyperon.

Experiment Event Daughters B⌅� [MeV]

E373 T1 [42] 5
⇤He+

5
⇤He+

4He+n �2.2 ± 1.2

E373 T2 KISO [25] 10
⇤ Be + 5

⇤He 3.87± 0.21 or 1.03± 0.18

E07 T006 IBUKI [26] 10
⇤ Be + 5

⇤He 1.27± 0.21

E373 T3 KINKA 9
⇤Be+

5
⇤He+n 8.00± 0.77 or 4.96± 0.77

E07 T007 9
⇤Be+

5
⇤He+n �1.04± 0.85

E07 T010 IRRAWADDY 5
⇤He+

5
⇤He+

4He+n 6.27± 0.27

E07 T011 5
⇤He+

5
⇤He+

4He+n 0.90± 0.62

Fig. 7 B⌅� of ⌅�–14N system of the E373-T1 [42], KISO [25], IBUKI [26] events, the

present results, theoretical calculations with the WS and Coulomb potential, and theoretical

calculations reported in [33, 34, 36].

23

M. Yoshimoto et al., PTEP 2021 (2021) 7, 7  
doi:10.1093/ptep/ptab073 

First Observation of a nuclear s-state of a Ξ hyper nucleus, 15ΞC

V0Ξ deep ?



S-2S
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Dedicate for (K-, K+) reactions 
Ξ-hyp.

∆E<2 MeV(FWHM)

To be installed in Feb., 2022 at K1.8



Origin of Hadron Mass
EP1-B(En’yo)
• E325 M. Naruki et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 96 (2001) 092301: 209. 

• E325 R. Muto et al., Phys. Rev. Lett.  98 (2007) 042501: 161. 

• E325 K. Ozawa et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 86 (2001) 5019-5022:  115.

!! e!e" spectrum in Au! Au collisions at
!!!!!!!!
sNN
p #

200 GeV [14]. Recently, the LEPS Collaboration reported
a possible "!N modification in-medium by measuring the
A dependence of the ! photoproduction yields in the
K!K" decay mode [15]. Thus far, no clear evidence for
the modification of the ! meson mass has been observed
in the above experiments. The result described in the
present Letter is the first positive signal of the ! meson
modification.

Detector elements relevant to our analysis are briefly
described as follows. For further details of the E325 spec-
trometer, see [16]. It comprises two arms with electron ID
counters and kaon ID counters that share a dipole magnet
and tracking devices. The typical acceptance in the labo-
ratory frame was 0:5< rapidity <2:0 and 1< #$< 3 for
e!e" pairs. In the present Letter, we report analysis results
with e!e"-triggered data collected in 2001 and 2002. A
primary proton beam with a typical intensity of 9 $7% & 108

per 1.8-sec spill in 2001 (2002) was delivered to targets
located at the center of the magnet. In order to observe the
nucleus-size dependence, we accumulated data by using
two types of targets, carbon and copper. In 2001, one
carbon and two copper targets were used simultaneously,
while in 2002, one carbon and four copper targets were
used simultaneously. The thickness of each copper target
was 73 mg=cm2 and that of the carbon target was
92 $184% mg=cm2 in 2001 (2002). They were aligned along
the beam axis and separated typically by 46 (23) mm in
2001 (2002).

To reproduce the observed invariant mass spectra, we
performed a detailed detector simulation using GEANT4
[17]. All the experimental effects that affect the invariant
mass spectrum, such as multiple scattering and energy loss
including the external Bremsstrahlung of particles, track-
ing performance with chamber resolution, and misalign-
ment of tracking devices, were considered. The effect of
internal radiative corrections was also taken into account
according to [18]. The mass resolution of !! e!e" was
estimated to be 10:7 MeV=c2.

We reconstructed the masses of the ! mesons from the
measured momenta of the e! and e". Figure 1 shows the
obtained invariant mass distributions. We divided the data
into three parts based on the #$ values of the observed
e!e" pairs, #$< 1:25, 1:25< #$< 1:75, and 1:75<
#$. We fitted each mass spectrum with a resonance shape
of!! e!e" and a quadratic background curve. For the!
meson resonance shape, we used the Breit-Wigner curve
M!$m% / 1='$m"m0%2 ! $!0=2%2( with pole mass m0 #
1019:456 MeV=c2 and decay width !0 # 4:26 MeV=c2

convoluted over the detector response in the simulation
according to the kinematical distributions of the ! mesons
in each #$ region. The kinematical distributions of the !
meson were obtained by the nuclear cascade code JAM
[19], which reproduced well the observed distributions as
shown in Fig. 2. The relative abundance of the ! mesons
N!, and the parameters of the quadratic background were

obtained from the fit. The fit region was from 0.85 to
1:2 GeV=c2. The carbon data were well reproduced by
the fit in all the #$ regions. On the other hand, the copper
data in the lowest #$ region contradicted the applied
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FIG. 1. Obtained e!e" distributions with the fit results. The
target and #$ region are shown in each panel. The points with
error bars represent the data. The solid lines represent the fit
results with an expected !! e!e" shape and a quadratic
background. The dashed lines represent the background.
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FIG. 2. Kinematical distributions of e!e" pairs in the mass
region 0:95<Mee < 1:05 GeV=c2. Acceptance was not cor-
rected. Distributions of (a) #$ and (b) contours in transverse
momentum and rapidity. In the plot (a), points represent data and
the line represents simulation result using the nuclear cascade
code, JAM [19].
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φ→e+e- in Nuclear mediumE325
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at High-p beam line 

100 times better statistics.

NAGAE / KEK 50TH

Simulation



Strangeness Nuclear Physics

reveal the Role of   
   at High Density

S 



WHAT’S IN THE CORE OF A NEUTRON 
STAR ?

24 NAGAE / KEK50TH

Gravitational Waves from NS-NS Merger :  
LIGO, VIRGO, KAGRA, .. 

NICER 

Give constraints in Macro scale (104 m) 

Macroscopic Approach

Nature 467 (2010) 1081-83.
Science 340 (2013) 6131.

“Hyperon Puzzle” 
New Eq. of State Baryon-Baryon Interactions YN, YY 

Three-body forces : NNN → YNN, YYN, 
… 

Get answers in femto scale (10-15 m) 

Microscopic Approach���	����������������������	���������	�	����	�����	�����	���
���	���	��������
������
�����	�����	����������������	��	���������������	������	��	��	����	�
����	�	�	���������������	�������
���	�����	��������	���	���	��������	������
�
����	��������	�����	���	���������
���������	���	��	���������������������
���������	������

Y. Nambu,   
�
������� Frontiers in 
�����������	�������	��������
(1985) 

Nuclear Force from QCD

N. Ishii, S. Aoki & T. Hatsuda,
�����������������������������
�����
Phys. Rev. Lett. 99 (2007) 022001

NN potential from
Nambu-Bethe-Salpeter amplitude

Relativistic Simulations in Full scale HAL QCD calculations

YN(ESC)+3BF(MPa)

YN (ESC) only



J-PARC HADRON 
HALL EXTENSION

25 NAGAE / KEK 50TH

HIHR 

(Π, K+) with ∆E<100 keV up to Pb 

K1.1/BR 

γ-ray spectroscopy for E1 (pΛ-sΛ) 
transitions 

K10 

Ω  spectroscopy 

KL-2 

KL → π0νν̄

1 new production target (T2) + 
4 new beamlines (HIHR, K1.1/K1.1BR, KL2, K10)

2 modified beamlines (High-p (p20), Test-BL)

4

HIHR

K1.1/K1.1BR

K10

KL2

T2
Test-BL

High-p (p20)

selected as one of 15 Large Scientific Research Projects - Roadmap 2020- by MEXT.



SUMMARY
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▪︎ Three Counter Halls :  

▪︎ East Counter Hall (1977~2005) + North Counter Hall (1991~2005) 

▪︎ K3, π2 

▪︎ K2             +          K6,  K5,  φ 

▪︎ Stable operations of > 4,000 hours/year 

▪︎ Unique equipment for Strangeness Nuclear Physics : 
 SKS, Hyperball, Hybrid-Emulsion 

▪︎ J-PARC Hadron Hall (2007~) 

▪︎ Hyperball-J, CDS, S-2S                     HD Hall Extension

NAGAE / KEK 50TH

56 
 

 
  

 

 

 
 

Figure 5-6: Expected / binding energy spectra for �ஃଵଶ  (left) and ��ஃ
ଶ଼  (right). 

Resolution of 0.4 MeV (FWHM) and number of the events for the ground states of 
1000 and 100 were assumed for �ஃଵଶ  and ��ஃ

ଶ଼ , respectively as requested in section 6. 
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Figure 5-7: Previously measured / binding energy spectra for �ஃଵଶ  (left) [HOT01] and ��ஃ
ଶ଼  

(right) [HAS]. Resolutions were 1.45 MeV (FWHM) and 2.3 MeV (FWHM) for were �ஃଵଶ  
and ��ஃ

ଶ଼ , respectively. 
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